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                                     Dated:25.09.2021 

                                        
       

URGENT CIRCULAR  

                                         

Dear Friends,  

Warm Greetings and Best Wishes.  

 

A meeting of National Executive Body of  AIFUCTO is  being held 

today(25.09.2021) on virtual mode  and  discussed various  professional Issues and 

also the call given by United Platform of Farmers  Organization (Sanjukta  kishan 

Sangharsa Morcha) for  Bharat Band on 27th September, 2021.Prof.Kesaba 

Bhattacharya, President AIFUCTO presided over the meeting. Prof.Dr.Arun  Kumar, 

General Secretary AIFUCTO  appraised the members on  professional Issues and  

also  the  concerns of the nation. He appealed to the members that in the larger 

interest of the country and in the defense of democracy to support the Bharat Band  

call. After a long brain storming of the  members, AIFUCTO National Executive  

resolved to  support the  Farmers Organization  call for  Bharat Band on 27th 

September 2021.The details  decision taken in the  National Executive Body 

Meeting on other issues will  be communicated to you very soon.  

Friends, you all know the Kishan Sangharsa Morcha is  spearheading  a  

historic  struggle  demanding  withdrawal  of three  black Farm Laws for the last  

ten months  in the  face of all round  offensive and undemocratic  and  corporate  

mindset of the central  government to  nip the movement in the bud. Thanks to the 

Annadatas of the country they have been successfully resisting the undemocratic 

and stubborn attitude of the Government of India and relentlessly carrying on the 

movement. Besides  ignoring the  voice of the laboring class of the  country they 

have  brought new  undemocratic  labor  code and  side lining all our United  protest  
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bent upon the  implementation of retrograde, undemocratic, unscientific and 

exclusionary National Education Policy. The  NDA government led by BJP ,being 

an ally of  corporate forces  trying to  push the  country to the  clutches of corporate 

and fundamentalist forces. The  Bharat Band  call, AIFUCTO, feels  is a golden 

opportunity for the  emergence of  broader Platform for a United  struggle of all  

democratic forces  against the  neo liberal and  anti people policies of the central 

government. AIFUCTO, viewing  in a broader  perspective of national  interests  has 

decided to  support the  27th September,2021 Bharat Band  Program and  appealed 

to  all its members to  contribute  their  might in a coordinated manner to  make the 

program  a grant success. The Peasants struggle and its success is closely linked 

with the success of  democratic and people 's  rights in our country. Please  

participate in the  Band  Program in coordination with all  other  struggling people 

and  liberate the  country from the  leviathan  forces of unholy alliance of  corporate 

and fundamentalist forces.  

Victory will be ours.  

Long Live AIFUCTO, Long Live the broader unity of Peasants, workers, 

teachers, students and progressive forces of the country.  

Fight against corporate, Save Democracy, Save the Nation.  

                                                                                                

             

                                         

                                          
               Dr.Prof.Arun Kumar  

         General Secretary 

 
Prof.DrKesab Bhattacharya  
President. 
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